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Abstract—In this paper, a positioning technique based on 
Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) measurements is analyzed. 
The proposed approach is designed to consent range and position 
estimation, using ultrasound transmissions of a stream of chirp 
pulses, received by a set of wireless nodes. A potential source of 
inaccuracy introduced by lack of synchronization between 
transmitting node and receiving nodes is identified and 
characterized. An algorithm to identify and correct such 
inaccuracies is presented. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasound transmissions are a well-known and deeply 
studied technique, with applications ranging from biomedical 
scanning to industrial and automotive applications [1]-[3]. 
Positioning techniques have been studied as well in the 
literature, because ultrasound transmissions consent accurate 
short range distance measurement and positioning, using low-
cost and low-power hardware [4]-[12]. Recently, an ultrasound 
system for indoor positioning has been proposed in [13]. Such 
solution is based on handheld consumer devices using the 
Android platform and is capable of real-time operation with 
decimeter-order accuracy. Furthermore, in [14], a positioning 
system that allows for measuring range and bearing has been 
proposed, achieving an accuracy better than 10 cm in multipath 
environments. 
Typical ultrasound positioning systems are based on time 
domain measurements, such as Time of Flight (ToF) and Time 
Difference of Arrival (TDoA) between the mobile node and a 
set of know position anchors. These measurements can either 
directly feed a positioning algorithm or they can be converted 
into range estimations using knowledge of speed of sound, 
prior feeding a lateration algorithm. 
It is worth noticing that, while several ultrasound 
positioning systems have been proposed in the literature, most 
of them use some synchronization scheme. In some systems 
wired connection between anchors and the mobile node are 
used, while in some other cases wireless nodes are 
synchronized using industrial oriented radio protocols, such as 
ZigBee or Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [15][16][17]. 
Wireless implementations are often a desirable solution, since 
wireless nodes can be easily deployed and flexibly relocated 
when installing and operating a positioning system. Moreover, 
recently several low power chips capable of radio 
communication were proposed on the market implementing the 
4.0 Bluetooth low power protocol, also known as Bluetooth 
Low Energy (BLE) [18]. BLE is a good candidate for wireless 
implementations of ultrasound positioning systems. Not only 
BLE solutions are low cost, but they are usually implemented 
in hand held devices such as smartphones. Hence, using BLE 
as communication infrastructure to operate a distributed 
positioning system based on ultrasound techniques may 
consent to easily implement and support user-oriented Location 
Based Services. The main drawback of BLE is in its very same 
user-oriented nature. In fact, protocols like BLE are transparent 
to the user, and cannot easily be programmed and configured. 
In particular, BLE networks use adaptive frequency hopping 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), where the hopping 
sequence is often hardware coded. Thus, the frequency hopping 
random latencies may not be compatible with the 
synchronization accuracy required by an ultrasound ToF 
positioning system. This issue may be overcome by realizing a 
TDoA system, that works in absence of synchronization. 
Consequently, in this paper an ultrasound based TDoA 
positioning architecture is investigated, assuming that the 
mobile node acts as an active beacon, while fixed anchors act 
as listeners. The performance of the proposed TDoA approach 
is analyzed. It is shown that TDoA may be prone to uncertainty 
because of ambiguities in measuring time delays, that can be 
identified and removed using a proper algorithm. 
 
II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE ANALYZED SYSTEM 
A. System architecture and signaling 
The proposed approach is summarized by Fig. 1, showing a 
mobile node acting as active beacon, a set of wireless anchors, 
acting as listeners, and a Master node, acting as supervisor. All 
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nodes feature a radio interface, assumed to be a BLE one. All 
nodes but the Master are equipped with an ultrasound 
transceiver. The anchors are assumed to be time-synchronized 
with each other, but no synchronization is assumed between the 
mobile node and the anchors. The anchor synchronization may 
be achieved using a wireless protocol, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), 
or by wired connection, as in Fig. 1(b).  
When a position is to be estimated, the Master node triggers 
both the mobile node and the anchors using the radio interface. 
The mobile node begins transmitting a repetitive sequence of 
ultrasound pulses, while the anchors start listening for 
incoming signals at their own ultrasound transceiver output. 
The number of pulses and the pulse duration are suitably 
selected to ensure that any latencies due to RF transmissions do 
not prevent the reception of ultrasound pulses. To this aim, it 
should be observed that Bluetooth systems operate with a 
hopping frequency of 1600 hops/s, corresponding to a time slot 
of 625s. Since the speed of sound in air is about 343 m/s, the 
delay corresponding to a BLE time slot is equivalent to a 
ranging error of about 21 cm. As in typical BLE chips the slot 
allocation cannot easily be controlled, a pseudorandom latency 
of several time slots can be introduced, unsuitable for ranging 
and positioning systems based on ToF measurements. 
As anticipated in the introduction, TDoA works in absence 
of synchronization between the mobile node and the anchors, 
assuming synchronization between the anchors. The anchors 
compare their instant of reception of the received ultrasound 
pulse, measuring the reciprocal delays. Then, the measured 
delays are used to infer the position of the mobile node, by 
solving the system of equations given by 
jiNjiRRv jiij  ,,...,1,, .  (1) 
where N is the number of anchors, v is the speed of sound in 
air, ij is the TDoA between the i-th node and the j-th node, and 
Rm is the distance between the m-th anchor and the mobile 
node, given by 
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where (xm, ym, zm) are the coordinates of the m-th beacon, 
while (x,y,z) are the coordinates of the mobile node. In the 
considered system, each anchor acquires the output of its 
ultrasound microphone for a time window of duration TW, 
chosen so as to guarantee that a transmitted ultrasound pulse 
can be collected by the various anchors. Each anchor can 
measure the time of arrival of the incoming signal using 
correlation techniques on a stored template of the transmitted 
ultrasound pulse. Throughout this paper, the mobile node is 
assumed, without loss of generality, to transmit a continuous 
train of linear chirp pulses, given by 
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where f0 is the lowest frequency, f1 is the highest frequency, TC 
is the duration of a single chirp pulse, and  is the fractional 
part operator. 
The choice of chirp signaling is due to the good correlation 
properties of such signals, and to the availability of 
interpolation techniques that consent to improve the time 
measurement resolution with respect to the sampling time of 
the adopted data acquisition system [11][12]. 
As described previously, the function of the Master node is 
to initiate remotely the measurement procedure. It may be 
noticed that its function might be integrated in one of the 
anchors or in the mobile node. Alternatively, a separate node 
for initiating the procedure remotely could be employed, as 
depicted in the diagram of Fig. 1. The choice of whether to 
integrate the function of the Master in one of the other nodes or 
in a separate remote node is application-dependent. 
Fig. 1 – The considered positioning system. Two possible implementations 
are depicted: in (a) the anchor nodes are synchronized with each other using a 
wireless protocol. In (b), the anchor nodes are synchronized by means of a 
wired connection providing the trigger signal.  
(a) 
(b) 
B. A potential source of ambiguities  
 It is worth noting that the TDoA approach operates under 
the implicit assumption that all the receivers measure and 
compare the time of arrival of the same pulses. In order to 
properly detect a pulse, the TW, the duration of the observation, 
must be at least equal to TC. However, since in the considered 
wireless scenario the acquisition is not synchronized to the 
transmissions, in the typical case at least two consecutive 
replicas of the transmitted chirp will be partially acquired, as 
shown in Fig. 2. If the collected record described in Fig. 2 is 
processed by correlating it with a stored template, multiple 
correlation peaks may occur, one for each of the collected 
partial replicas. Similar problem occurs when computing the 
cyclical correlation between the template and the acquired 
signal. 
When multiple receivers are involved, as expected for a 
positioning system, the TDoA will operate correctly only if of 
all of them select the correlation peak corresponding to the 
same pulse. Depending on the sources of latency, on the 
correlation algorithm and on the peak selection strategy, this 
may not occur. If each receiver evaluates the correlation 
sequence between the received signal and the stored template 
and selects the highest correlation peak among the available 
ones, depending on latencies and noise some receiver may 
select a peak belonging to a different pulse replica than the 
remaining anchors. This case is summarized by the last node in 
Fig. 2. This behavior was analyzed by meaningful simulations. 
For instance, Fig. 3, obtained in a planar scenario, shows the 
probability that TDoA measurements from two anchors, 
(represented by circlets) are affected by the considered 
ambiguity. The results were derived for a chirp duration of 
TC=15 ms and assuming TW= TC. For each position in a 2-cm-
pitch grid in an area of 4 m by 4 m, the simulation was 
repeated varying the latency between the master trigger and the 
start of the observation window from 0 to Tc in 0.5 ms-steps. 
An error event is generated when the difference between the 
measured TDoA and the true one is larger than 30 us, 
corresponding to a 1-cm error. 
Notice that the delay between the ultrasound receivers is 
not problematic in the considered system architecture, because 
the ultrasound receivers are assumed to be synchronized with 
each other, possibly using wireless synchronization protocols 
such as those analyzed in [19]-[21]. With respect to a fully 
synchronized solution, the proposed approach consents using a 
simple unsynchronized mobile node, relaxing its processing 
and power consumption requirements.  
Moreover, the anchors, being fixed and potentially close to 
each other, may distribute a unified trigger using a wired 
connection, as shown in the diagram of Fig. 1(b). In this case, 
in a practical microcontroller-based implementation, the 
trigger signal for starting the sampling procedure could be 
given by the rising edge of a logic signal. A polling procedure 
might be used at the receiver for assessing the status of the 
trigger signal. Due to this polling procedure, there may be a 
time delay between the rising edge of the trigger signal and the 
actual sampling start, which may be different for every 
receiver. However, such delay would be of the order of 
microseconds for microcontrollers with clocks in the 
megahertz range. Therefore, this would cause submillimeter-
order deviations in the estimated range, resulting in a 
negligible contribution to the positioning error.     
C. A heuristic for identifying and correcting the ambiguity 
To address the ambiguity issue described in the previous 
subsection, a simple heuristic method is proposed, which is 
based on performing elementary operations on the estimated 
range difference between the mobile node and two anchors. 
The fundamental goal is to correct TDoA measurements when 
it is detected that they are not related to the same pulse. Such 
detection is performed based on constraints given by the 
known distance between the anchors. The detailed procedure is 
illustrated in Algorithm 1, where a distance margin is 
introduced to improve robustness against noise and to reduce 
false positives. Note that, for dealing with positioning systems 
consisting of more than two anchors, the algorithm is applied 
to all anchor couples between which the TDoA is measured.  
 
Fig. 3 – Fraction of TDoA measurements affected by ambiguities, before 
applying the correction heuristic, for a 2-anchor system. 
 
Fig. 2 – Time diagram of chirp detection in the considered system. The 
curves depict the correlation peaks originated by portions of consecutive 
chirp pulses entering the observation window of each anchor. The largest 
peak observed by the last node, highlighted in red, differs from the largest 
peak observed by the other nodes. 
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS 
To investigate the applicability of the proposed method in 
practical TDoA ultrasound positioning scenarios, numerical 
simulations are conducted. Positioning in two dimensions using 
TDoA multilateration on the same gridded area as in Fig. 3 is 
performed. The transmitted signal is a unit-amplitude linear 
chirp of with frequency spanning the [38 42] kHz interval, 
cyclically repeating itself with a period of 15 ms. The position 
of the mobile transmitter (TX) node is varied along the grid, 
while three receiver (RX) nodes (i.e. the anchors) are placed at 
fixed positions. The ideal propagation delay between the 
transmitter and the receiver is computed using the speed of 
sound, set at a value of v = 343 m/s.  
To simulate the signal reception by the RX nodes, the chirp 
signal is delayed by this ideal propagation delay, and by the 
latency between the master trigger and the start of the 
observation window. The path loss model described in [12] is 
employed to simulate the attenuation of the signal in the 
transmitter-receiver chain. The numerical values of the 
parameters of such model are set based on the specifications of 
the commonly used MA40S4R sensor [22]. Additionally, the 
effect of sensor directivity is considered by means of an 
attenuation factor that is dependent on the angle between the 
direction of maximum directivity of RX and the line joining 
TX and RX. Such attenuation is calculated according to the 
directivity specifications in [22]. In the simulation, the sensors 
are assumed to be oriented so that their direction of maximum 
directivity is parallel to the y axis. Furthermore, white Gaussian 
noise, with zero mean and standard deviation σ, is added to the 
delayed signals at the receivers. Two different noise levels are 
considered: σ = 0.01, corresponding to an SNR of 
approximately -4 dB at the maximum distance in the 
considered grid (about 4.5 m), and σ = 0.001, corresponding to 
a minimum SNR of 16 dB.  
Each RX node measures the time of arrival, as in [12], by 
applying a processing method that is based on cross-correlation 
between the received signal and a template of the transmitted 
signal. Then, the differences between the time-of-arrival 
measurement results are computed, to effectively eliminate the 
impact of the unknown latency. Subsequently, TDoA 
positioning is performed, according to the closed-form 
algorithm described in [23], for the special case of a linear 
array of three sensors. 
Results are shown in Fig. 4 – 7, where the error fraction is 
plotted at each point in the grid. Such fraction is calculated as 
the number of error events divided by the number of trials at 
each point. As described in Section II-B, each trial is 
characterized by a different latency between the start of 
transmission and the start of observation, and there is a total of 
31 trials at each grid point. An error event is defined as a distance 
greater than 1 cm between estimated and true position.  
By comparing Fig. 4-5 with Fig. 6-7, it can be noticed that the 
application of the heuristics is beneficial. In particular, it allows for 
reducing the error fraction in the central portion of the considered area, 
achieving a large portion of error-free performance with centimeter-
level accuracy. The performance improvement is less perceivable in 
areas to the left and to the right of the beacons’ set, because when the 
mobile node is close to co-linearity with the beacons, the TDoA 
problem is ill-conditioned. Conversely, when the mobile node is in 
front of the beacons, a maximum operational range can be identified, 
due to signal attenuation and noise level. The performance of the 
proposed heuristics is summarized in the empirical cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) plots of Fig. 8, where it is shown that the 
application of the correction heuristics improves performance in terms 
of positioning error, in both the σ = 0.01 and σ = 0.001 cases. 
Therefore, the proposed heuristic is proven to be effective even 
in presence of noise. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
A system architecture was analyzed, based on wireless 
nodes capable of consumer grade RF connectivity, performing 
ultrasound TDoF measurements. Performance issues caused by 
both noise and asynchronous operations were investigated, and 
a methodology to reduce the impact of asynchronous operation 
was presented, assessing the performance improvement by 
means of numerical simulations. 
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